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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 


 
PARISH SCHOOL BOARD * DOCKET NO. 2015-9696-IDEA 
 *  
IN THE MATTER OF *  
 *  
PARENT ON BEHALF OF MINOR *  


* 
AGENCY LOG NO.  56-H-01 


****************************************************************************** 


DECISION AND ORDER ON SUFFICIENCY OF COMPLAINT 
 


On July 14, 2015, the Louisiana Department of Education (LDOE) received a complaint 


and request for a due process hearing from Parent1 on behalf of Minor.  The complaint alleged 


the Parish School Board (PSB) violated Minor’s educational rights.  Administrative Law Judge 


Parris A. Taylor held a prehearing telephone conference on July 30, 2015.   


Minor, Parent, and Ms. Tanika Andrews, CEO of Exceptional Behavioral Health 


Services, L.L.C., called in to participate in the conference.  PSB was notified but did not 


participate.  Ms. Andrews and her company are trained to help students with disabilities, and 


Parent engaged them to act as special advocates for Minor.   


COMPLAINT REQUIREMENTS 


 The due process hearing complaint must include:  the name and address of the child; the 


name of the school the child is attending; a description of the nature of the child’s problem; and a 


proposed resolution of the problem.2  


Parent’s complaint identified the child, provided an address, and the name of the school.  


On its face however, Parent’s due process hearing request is insufficient.   


 


                                                 
1 Due to confidentiality requirements, all specific identifying information has been redacted from this decision.  See 
attached Legend Key for identifying information. 
2 20 U.S.C. § 1415 (2012) and LAC 28:XLIII.508.B. 
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Parent’s complaint states that Minor’s rights as a child with disabilities were violated 


when PSB employees spoke to Parent in a disrespectful manner during a meeting at Minor’s 


school on April 29, 2015.  A due process request must allege a problem identifying a child with 


educational disabilities, facts concerning a proposed or actual change of placement or services, 


or other acts by PSB that deprived Minor of educational benefit or right to a free and 


appropriate public education.3  Even if true, the fact that Parent felt disrespected during a 


meeting, in and of itself, is not an allegation of fact that describes the nature of the child’s 


educational problem or of acts that show Minor was deprived of educational benefit and/or 


rights.4  Also, Parent did not propose resolutions to any possible educational problem minor may 


have experienced.5 


The request lacks clear allegations of facts with a description of the problem(s), and it 


also fails to identify any proposed solution(s).6  Both are required before Minor is entitled to a 


hearing on the merits of the allegations.   


ORDER 


 IT IS ORDERED that the allegations and proposed resolution in Parent’s complaint are 


insufficient, and the complaint and request for due process hearing, Agency Log No.  56-H-01, is 


DISMISSED. 


 Rendered and signed on August 4, 2015, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 
 


      _____________________________ 
      Parris A. Taylor 


Administrative Law Judge  
      


                                                 
3 LAC 28:XLIII.508.B. 
4 Due Process Hearing Request, signed and dated May 3, 2015, notarized on May 4, 2015, and stamped 
“RECEIVED” by the PSB on July 10, 2015. 
5 Due Process Hearing Request, page 3. 
6 Schaffer ex rel. Schafffer v. Weast, 546 U.S. 49, 54 (2005). 


S 
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REVIEW RIGHTS 
This decision exhausts your administrative remedies. Any party aggrieved by the decision 


has the right to file a civil action within 90 days from the date of the decision in a court of 
competent jurisdiction or in a district court of the United States. To determine your rights, you 
should act promptly and seek legal advice. 
  


NOTICE OF TRANSMISSION OF DECISION OR ORDER 
 


I certify that on _____________________________, I have sent a copy of 


this decision/order to all parties of this matter. 


 


Clerk of Court 
Division of Administrative Law 


 


 
 


Thursday, August 06, 2015
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STATE OF LOUISIANA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW


SCHOOL BOARD * DOCKET NO. 2016-2727-DOE-IDEA
*


IN THE MATTER OF *
*


PARENT ON BEHALF OF MINOR *
*


AGENCY LOG NO.  56-H-09


******************************************************************************


ORDER GRANTING THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION’S
MOTION TO DISMISS


Parent1 on behalf of Minor, filed a request for a due process hearing on March 15, 2016,


alleging that Minor was denied a Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE).  The due process


hearing request named the Louisiana Department of Education (LDOE) as a party to the due


process hearing request and specifically alleged that LDOE failed to ensure that Minor received


educational services for four and half months; LDOE failed to ensure Minor was in the least


restrictive environment; LDOE failed to provide findings on whether an illegal restraint occurred


on October 28, 2015; and LDOE failed to provide findings on whether School Board failed to


properly report, document, and investigate restraint and seclusion.


Parent requested the Division of Administrative Law (DAL) provide the following


remedies as it relates to LDOE: order LDOE to further investigate and issue sanctions as needed


for all allegations of illegal discipline in School Board within the last year; review all current


attendance logs  for School Board to ensure no other students in special education are going


without educational services for an extended period of time; and provide training to all LDOE


staff involved in reviewing state complaints on proper state complaint procedures.


1 Due to confidentiality requirements, all specific identifying information has been redacted from this order.  See
attached Appendix of Terms for identifying information.







LDOE filed a Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction, as an Improper


Party, and for Failure to State a Claim Upon Which Relief May be Granted.  LDOE alleged that:


DAL does not have jurisdiction pertaining to other federal laws or matters that are not under the


express provision of IDEA or Bulletin 1706; DAL does not have jurisdiction to order LDOE to


undertake systemic investigations of an entire school district; and DAL does not have statutory


and regulatory authority to hear and decide appeals from the state’s special education complaint


resolution proceeding.


Parent filed an Opposition to Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction,


as an Improper Party, and for Failure to State a Claim Upon Which Relief May be Granted and


alleged that: under the IDEA any “public agency” may request and be a party to a due process


hearing, including state education agencies (SEA); and SEAs have primary responsibilities for


ensuring that children with disabilities are provided with the rights and services that are


guaranteed under the IDEA.


LDOE’s Motion is granted because LDOE is not a proper party to the due process


hearing request, and the tribunal does not have authority to grant the relief from LDOE requested


by Parent.


DAL does not have Subject Matter Jurisdiction over LDOE


LDOE is not a proper party to the due process hearing.  Parent alleged that LDOE is a


proper party because it is a public agency and it is responsible for ensuring that Minor is


provided with the rights and services that are guaranteed under IDEA.  Parent specifically


alleged that LDOE failed to ensure that Minor received educational services for four and half


months and LDOE failed to ensure Minor was in the least  restrictive environment.   LDOE did







not provide nor was it obligated to provide any direct services to Minor, and therefore, LDOE is


not a proper party to this due process hearing.


The IDEA defines the parties and the subject matter to be addressed at a due process


hearing.  LAC 28:XLIII.507.A provides that “[a] parent or pubic agency may file a Request for


Due Process Hearing on any of the matters described in §504.A.1 and 2 (relating to the


identification, evaluation, or educational placement of a student with a disability, or the provision


of FAPE to the student).”   The matters described in §504.A.1 and A.2 are as follows:


504.A.1 - The public agency “proposes to initiate or change the identification, evaluation,
or educational placement of the student or the provision of a free appropriate public
education to the student.”
§504.A.2 - The public agency “refuses to initiate or change the identification, evaluation,
or educational placement of the student or the provision of a free appropriate public
education to the student.”2


The apex of the IDEA is the Minor’s individualized education plan (IEP).  The individual


terms “identification, evaluation, or educational placement of the child, or the provision of a free


appropriate public education” are related to the adequacy of a child’s education program as


defined by the IEP.  The IEP is generally developed by a team consisting of the parent, school


personnel, and other specialist as needed.  The SEA generally is not involved in the development


of  the  IEP,  and  therefore,  the  SEA  is  not  affiliated  with  the  subject  matter  (identification,


evaluation, educational placement, or free appropriate public education) of due process hearings


under IDEA.


St. Tammany Parish School Board v. State of Louisiana3 is a fifth circuit case cited by


Parent for the proposition that either the SEA and the LEA, or both entities, may be held liable


for the failure to provide free appropriate public education.  The issue in the St. Tammany case is


different from the present case.  In the St. Tammany case, Daniel Slocum, an autistic child, was


2 LAC 28:XLIII.504.A.1 and A.2.
3 142 F.3d 776 (5th Cir. 1998).







educated  in  a  self  contained  class  room.   Because  of  Daniel’s  self  injurious  behavior,  the  IEP


team agreed that Daniel’s placement would be hospital, homebound, or another institution


providing training and treatment.  The parents enrolled Daniel in a private residential facility


pending a selection of a site by the school board.  The issue in the St. Tammany case centered


around which agency was responsible for reimbursement and/or for payment of the fees


associated with the private residential placement of the minor.


Unlike the present case, in St. Tammany, the  LDOE  was  not  named  as  a  party  in  the


administrative proceeding, but was advised to participate in the due process hearing and declined


to do so.  The fifth circuit found that the Louisiana statute does not contain an express provision


establishing a procedural mechanism for making LDOE a party to an IDEA administrative


proceeding.  There is nothing under IDEA or the related state laws that allow LDOE to be a party


in a due process hearing.


Similar to the present case is Simon Chavez and Beverly Chavez v. New Mexico Public


Education Department,4 where M.C. was enrolled in Tularosa Middle School and was placed in


a class with non-disabled peers.  M.C. begin refusing to go to school.  His parents requested an


IEP meeting and asked Tularosa to send someone to their home to help them get M.C. to school.


The school refused.  Although M.C. was not attending the school, Tularosa sent him homework,


until they later dropped him from the rolls.


The parents filed a due process hearing against the school district (LEA) and the State


Department of Education (SEA) alleging that M.C. was denied FAPE because the IEP did not


address M.C.’s unwillingness to leave his house.  The court of appeals determined that the SEA


had no role in developing the IEP and was not responsible for providing direct services to the


4 621 F.3d 1275 (10th Cir. 2010).







student.  The court held that the hearing officer did not have jurisdiction over the claims against


the SEA and that the SEA was not a proper party to the due process hearing.


Similarly in the present case, LDOE did not participate in the development of Minor’s


IEP nor was it involved in implementing the IEP.  LDOE did not provide direct, on-going


services to Minor, and therefore, LDOE is not a proper party to address issues related to the


direct educational services of Minor.


Parent also alleged that LDOE failed to provide findings on whether an illegal restraint


occurred on October 28, 2015, and School Board failed to properly report, document, and


investigate restraint and seclusion.  These issues raised by Parent are not within the scope of


identification, evaluation, educational placement of the child, or the provision of a free


appropriate public education.  The issues do not fall within the purview of IDEA.  DAL does not


have jurisdiction over any state complaint proceedings filed with LDOE.


DAL does not have authority to grant the relief requested


Parent requested that DAL provide the following remedies as it relates to LDOE: 1. order


LDOE to further investigate and issue sanctions as needed for all allegations of illegal discipline


in School Board within the last year; 2. review all current attendance logs for School Board to


ensure no other students in special education are going without educational services for an


extended period of time; and 3. provide training to all LDOE staff involved in reviewing state


complaints on proper state complaint procedure.


1. Parent’s due process request is limited, as set forth above, to the identification,


evaluation,  educational  placement  and  provision  of  FAPE  as  it  relates  to  the  minor


who is the







subject of the due process hearing.  DAL has no authority to order LDOE to


investigate and issue sanctions as it relates to children who are not the subject of this


proceeding.  Parent’s request far exceeds the scope of this proceeding.


2. DAL has no authority under the IDEA to order LDOE to review all logs in the school


district.  Such an investigation is unrelated to the permissible subjects under IDEA


and the minor child who is the subject of this proceeding.  Parent’s request far


exceeds the scope of this proceeding.


3. DAL has  no  authority  as  it  relates  to  state  complaints  which  are  handled  by  LDOE


and are unrelated to a due process hearing under IDEA.  DAL has no authority to


regulate LDOE’s complaint procedures.  Parent’s request far exceeds the scope of this


proceeding.


IT IS ORDERED that Louisiana Department of Education’s Motion to Dismiss for Lack


of Subject Matter Jurisdiction, as an Improper Party, and for Failure to State a Claim Upon


Which Relief May be Granted, is granted.


IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Parent’s claim and request for relief against LDOE is


dismissed.


Rendered and signed April 25, 2016, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.


_____________________________
Tameka Johnson
Administrative Law Judge


S
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STATE OF LOUISIANA
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW


SCHOOL BOARD * DOCKET NO. 2016-2610-DOE-IDEA
*


IN THE MATTER OF *
*


PETITIONER ON BEHALF OF
MINOR


*
*


AGENCY LOG NO.  56-H-08


******************************************************************************


ORDER GRANTING CHALLENGE OF SUFFICIENCY


On March 10, 2016, Petitioner1 on  behalf  of  Minor  filed  a  written  request  for  a  due


process hearing.  In a telephone conference conducted before the undersigned with Petitioner and


Wayne Stewart, counsel on behalf School Board, Petitioner was given time to file an amendment


to her written request for a due process hearing.  On April 5, 2016, Petitioner filed a written


amended request for a due process hearing.  On April 19, 2016, the School Board filed a written


challenge to the sufficiency of Petitioner’s due process hearing request.  On the face of the


written request for due process hearing, the undersigned finds merit in the School Board’s


challenge and dismisses Petitioner’s due process hearing request.


The Individuals with Disabilities in Education Act (IDEA) requires that a due process


hearing request contain:  the name and address of the child; the name of the school the child is


attending; a description of the nature of the child’s problem including facts relating to such


problem; and a proposed resolution of the problem to the extent known and available to the


parent at the time.2  Petitioner’s request identified Minor’s name and address,  and the name of


the  school  Minor  is  attending.   Petitioner  failed  to  provide  a  date  of  the  alleged  incident,  a


description of the nature of the problem sufficient to establish a violation of Minor’s right to a


1 Due to confidentiality requirements, all specific identifying information has been redacted from this order.  See
attached Appendix of Terms for identifying information.
2 34 C.F.R. § 300.508(b); LAC 28:XLIII.508.B.







free and appropriate public education (FAPE), and a proposed resolution to the problem.


Petitioner’s written request, and amendment, failed to comply with LAC 28:XLIII.508.B.5 and


B.6. Therefore, the request is insufficient, and the minimum pleading requirements of a due


process hearing request have not been met.3


IDEA  gives  a  hearing  officer  authority  to  grant  permission  to  a  party  to  amend  their


request when the request is insufficient.4  However,  Petitioner  was  given  that  opportunity  and


failed to correct the deficiencies.


ORDER


IT IS ORDERED that Petitioner’s due process hearing request on behalf of Minor filed


March 10, 2016, and amended April 5, 2016, alleging a failure by School Board to provide a free


appropriate public education is insufficient and DISMISSED.


Rendered and signed April 22, 2016, in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.


_____________________________
William H. Cooper III
Administrative Law Judge


3 Schaffer ex rel. Schafffer v. Weast, 546 U.S. 49, 54 (2005).
4 34 C.F.R. § 300.508(d); LAC 28:XLIII.508.E.
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NOTICE OF TRANSMISSION OF DECISION OR ORDER 
 


I certify that on _____________________________, I have sent a copy of 


this decision/order to all parties of this matter. 


 


Clerk of Court 
Division of Administrative Law 


 


 
 


Friday, April 22, 2016
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE


I certify that the attached Order Granting Challenge of Sufficiency in Docket No.


2016-2610-DOE-IDEA has been served to the following individuals by regular, first-class mail,


certified mail, and/or electronic mail this 22nd day of April 2016.


Clerk of Court
Division of Administrative Law


BY REGULAR, FIRST-CLASS MAIL AND CERTIFIED MAIL


BY CERTIFIED MAIL ONLY
Mr. Wayne T. Stewart
Ms. Melissa S. Losch
Attorneys at Law
2431 South Acadian Thruway, Suite 600
Baton Rouge, LA  70808
CERTIFIED MAIL #7005 1820 0006 6871 3820


BY REGULAR, FIRST-CLASS MAIL ONLY
Mr. William Kennedy
Claiborne Parish Public School System
Superintendent
P.O. Box 600
Homer, LA 71040


BY ELECTRONIC MAIL ONLY
Marshall Ann Davis, Paralegal
Louisiana Department of Education
E-mail: MarshallAnn.Davis@la.gov











